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Quick Recovery is a product that recovers and repairs corrupt
Microsoft Word documents. You can recover easily lost, corrupt,
and damaged documents from virtually any computer system. After
analyzing a corrupt Microsoft Word document, Quick Recovery can
recover almost any type of data. When you delete a Word document
from a Microsoft Windows File Cabinet, the information in the
document can be left behind. If you don't recover that information,
you will be unable to open the document again. Without a reliable
document recovery solution, you'll have to retype the entire
document from scratch. Quick Recovery extracts and recovers the
deleted data from a Windows File Cabinet on a hard drive or a
CD/DVD. The results are easy to understand. Quick Recovery uses
two different technologies to solve the problem. One is the Quick
Recovery Guided File Excavation Technology (GFETCh) which helps
in locating files and folders lost behind overwritten partitions.
Another one is the Quick Recovery Unerased Data Recovery
Technology which recovers all the data within a damaged partition.
User Friendly Interface: In each step of the recovery process, the
user is guided through a comprehensive wizard to maximize
productivity. The wizard contains four main screens. The home
screen allows you to select the type of recover, the file format and
file name, and the name of the target disk on which you want the
files to be recovered. In the middle of the home screen, you'll find
three main tools: the main screen shows the preview of the
recovered files and folders, the analysis screen allows you to select
the folder to be analyzed, and the save files and folders screen
allows you to select the files and folders you want to save on your
computer. The analysis screen is where the GFETCh technology



works on the selected folder. The GFETCh technology supports the
following file formats: .MSOffice: MS Word, MS Excel, MS
PowerPoint, and MS Visio. .OpenOffice: Open Office (.odt), Open
Office Writer (.rtf), Open Office Calc (.xls), Open Office Impress
(.ppt), Open Office Draw (.pdf), Open Office Impress (.odp). .PDF:
Adobe Acrobat (.pdf). .HTML: HTML/XML (.html). .txt: Plain Text
(.txt). .Vob: Windows Movie Maker (.vob). .TIF: Tagged Image File
(.tif). .JPG: JPG/JPEG (.jpeg).
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Quick Recovery is a software that is capable of recovering your
corrupt data of Microsoft Word documents. It is absolutely free and
provides instant results. With this software, you can easily recover
corrupt Microsoft Word files within seconds. The entire process is
very easy to use and you don't need to any technical skills to
operate the software. Just follow the instructions in the easy to use
interface. Quick Recovery is one of the most trusted programs that
recover your data and it can do the job in no time. Quick Recovery
is extremely easy to use and you don't need to have any technical
knowledge. This software will recover all the corrupted Microsoft
Word documents. You can also use this software to recover your
corrupted pictures and videos too. How to recover Corrupted
images and videos from various digital photo and video tools? * A
Perfect Recovery Software * Fastest Recovering Technology * Best
recovering program * Recover any type of files * You don't need any
technical skills to use the software * Easy to use interface * You will
get 100% satisfaction from this software * Free tool * Works on
Windows and Mac OS * Best recovery program * Recover corrupted
files even from various digital photo and video tools Ready to
recover your data from your corrupted or lost digital media? Here is
a simple and easy to use photo recovery software tool. It is an
outstanding tool to recover pictures and videos from your digital
camera, memory card, USB memory stick, etc. The tool comes in a
friendly user interface that is very easy to use. All that you need to
do is just to connect your device and open the program, select the
media you want to recover, and click the recover button. You can
recover all types of images and videos. The tool has a memory card
reader that automatically displays all recovered photos and videos



on a folder. EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard is an effective and easy-
to-use data recovery software. It can recover various types of files,
including photos, videos, documents, music, and more. The software
can easily recover the files lost due to hard disk crash, virus attack,
and accidental deletion. Moreover, you can preview the recovered
items and restore them to your computer as you like. The user
interface is very simple and easy to understand. EaseUS Data
Recovery Wizard Premium is a powerful tool to recover lost, deleted
or corrupted data from your computer or memory card. With it, you
can easily retrieve your deleted files, damaged files, important
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What's New in the Quick Recovery Microsoft Word?

Quick Recovery Microsoft Word is a program that recovers and
repairs corrupt Microsoft Word documents. Word 2010, Word 2003
and Word 2000. This software recovers corrupt MS-Word files
without repairing them. Another important feature of Quick
Recovery Microsoft Word is that it can repair all the corrupted
Office documents. This software is a typical data recovery tool for
MS-Word files because the recovery of documents is its primary
purpose. Quick Recovery Microsoft Word has many extra features
too. These are enumerated below: Unified interface - allows you to
open any file type (.exe,.zip,.txt, etc.) without installing extra
software. Supports both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows operating
systems.  Supports multi-threading technology so the recovery
process can be faster. Supports all versions of Microsoft Office.
Unmatched user experience - Quick Recovery is easy to use and
understand. Supports all major Windows editions (XP, Vista, 7, 8 &
8.1) Supports all popular versions of Microsoft Office (2003, 2007,
2010, 2013, 2016) Supports all major languages - English, French,
German, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian,
etc. Supports all available languages - English, French, German,
Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, etc.
Supports all available operating systems - Windows 2000, XP,
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Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, 8.1, etc. Supports all supported
versions of Microsoft Office - 2003, 2007, 2010, 2013, 2016.
Supports all popular desktop and mobile platforms - Microsoft
Windows, Mac OS X, iOS, Android, Symbian, etc. Supports all
popular FTP servers, e-mail servers, and web servers. Supports all
popular virtual drives such as C:, D:, E:, etc. Supports all popular
USB drives such as flash drives, memory cards, etc. Supports all
popular Storage devices such as hard drives, SSDs, etc. Supports
all popular formats such as AVI, MP4, MOV, etc. Supports all
popular encoding such as ANI, IMG, WMV, MOV, etc. Supports all
popular audio formats such as MP3, AAC, AAC+, etc. Supports all
popular video formats such as AVI, MP4, MOV, FLV, etc. Supports
all popular bit rates such as 192Kbps, 256Kbps, 384Kbps



System Requirements For Quick Recovery Microsoft
Word:

For a list of Windows 10 requirements, click here. Prologue (1) – (3)
and (5) – (7) Chapter 1 – Books Chapter 2 – Paintings Chapter 3 –
Music Chapter 4 – People Chapter 5 – Artifacts Chapter 6 – Video
Games Chapter 7 – Historical Remarks Part 1 – Books Part 2
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